Geotechnical Behavior of Stabilized Dunes Sand by Cement
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Abstract: The dunes sand is wide spread with huge quantities all over the world especially in desert areas near roads. The objective of the current paper is to use dunes sand as a foundation soil under structures instead of utilizing expensive replacement with structural fills. The dunes sand samples were collected from a site outside Tabuk city in the north-west of Saudi Arabia. Several experimental tests were performed on the dunes sand samples such as sieve analysis, standard Proctor compaction, drained direct shear and CBR. The test results indicated that the sand dunes are SP according to USCS. The sand dunes have also low shear strength and CBR value. The bearing ability of the sand dunes became weaker due to water immersion. Therefore, the construction on the non-treated dunes sand is impossible. For the later reason, the dunes sand was stabilized with various ordinary Portland cement fractions ranging from 3% to 15%. Compaction and CBR tests were conducted on the stabilized dunes sand. The maximum dry density increased as the increments of the cement contents accompanying with the decrement of porosity and optimum moisture content. The stabilized dunes sand implied higher CBR values than the non-treated soil. The CBR values of the stabilized soil increased with increasing cement fractions. The stabilized dunes sand induced very high CBR values after longer curing times for all the utilized cement contents. The stabilized dunes sand using only 3% is considered the optimum design achieving good performance under structures and best economic mix.
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1. Introduction

The dunes sand exists in open and desert regions all over the world especially in the Middle East. The dunes sand is found with large quantities outside the cities near highway roads and it enters cities during windy weathers causing environmental problems. The dunes sand has been generated from the weathering of rocks. The weathered soils have been transported by wind for long distances. During transportation, the soil grains were subjected to inter-frictions as well as the weightier grains dropped at shorter distance. In order to save the costs of replacement fills transported from resources and protect environment, the dunes sand should be examined to be utilized as a foundation soil. Few researchers studied the dunes sand [1-7] and they found that the dunes sand has poor geotechnical properties. Generally, the dunes sand was classified as poorly graded sand having usually uniform grain sizes of sand. The fine soil in the dunes sand is non-plastic. The dunes sand has a poor cohesion parameter of the shear strength. Moreover, some dunes sand induces collapsible behavior when immersed with water [3-5]. Trials of utilizing dunes sand as a foundation soil under structures especially highway roads are somewhat recent. But the natural dunes sand can't be used as a foundation soil.

The dunes sand was stabilized by several materials such as bentonite and lime [8], lime and silica fume [9-10], oil residue [11], fibers and geosynthetics [12-14], and cement [15-17]. The stabilization aimed to improve the performance of dunes sand under structures. The most effective stabilizing material for dunes sand is the cement [12]. Another researcher stabilized dunes sand utilizing cement and silica fume [18]. Stabilizing dunes sand improves effectively its bearing ability. Therefore, few researchers studied the behavior of the non-stabilized and stabilized dunes sand especially with cement. The optimum design percent of cement in dunes sand is needed to be determined considering economical side. In the current research, the geotechnical characteristics of a dunes sand are outlined. The validity of using the non-treated dunes sand under structures is examined especially under immersion condition. Moreover, stabilization of dunes sand with different contents of cement is studied. Consequently, the optimum design fraction of cement in dunes sand is selected.

Several geotechnical tests have been performed on the non-treated soil including natural water content, specific gravity, particle size distribution, standard Proctor compaction, direct shear strength and CBR. In order to examine
the collapse behavior of the dunes sand, additional direct shear and CBR tests have been carried out on the immersed dunes sand. Normally Portland cement has been utilized as a stabilization for dunes sand to enhance its performance under structures. Standard Proctor compaction and CBR tests have been conducted on the stabilized dunes sand with cement fractions ranging from 3% to 15% to determine the optimum design mixture.

2. Materials and test methods

The dunes sands were collected from a site in Tabuk city located in the north-west of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The site coordination is 28°23'48"N 36°25'32.2"E as shown in figure 1. Natural geotechnical tests were performed on the dunes sand samples like water content, specific gravity, sieve analysis, and liquid and plastic limits for the fine soil in the sample.

![Fig. 1. Site of the dunes sand](image)

Standard Proctor compaction tests were conducted on the non-treated and treated dunes sand by cement. Cement fractions by weight were utilized which are 3%, 6%, 9%, 12% and 15%. The used cement is ordinary Portland cement (OPC) produced from Tabuk factory. In the preparation of each mixture of sand-cement, the sand and the dry powder of cement were homogenously mixed resulting in same color of the whole mixture. After that, the water was added to the stabilized soil and mixed till reaching homogenous color. Then each mixture was compacted.

Drained direct shear and California bearing ratio (CBR) tests were carried out on the non-treated sand. In order to study the influence of soaking on the bearing ability of dunes sand, direct shear and CBR tests were also performed on soaked dunes sand samples. The samples of dunes sand were soaked before the test for a period of 24 hours. Moreover, CBR tests were conducted on the stabilized dunes sand with different cement ratios under soaking conditions. In order to investigate the curing time on the bearing ability of treated dunes sand, CBR tests were carried out on them after a week curing period. The direct shear test couldn't be performed on the stabilized dunes sand because the stabilized sand samples were noticed hard to be broken by direct shear apparatus. The direct shear and the CBR test were conducted on the non-treated and the treated dunes sand samples according to the results of the compaction tests.

3. Test results and discussions

The dunes sand has a 0.3% water content confirming that the soil is near the dry state. The specific gravity of the dunes sand is 2.63. Based on the sieve analysis test, the particle size distribution curve was drawn as depicted in figure 2. The dunes sand consists of 99.1% sand and 0.9% fine soil. According to the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS), the dunes sand is poorly graded sand (SP). The fine soil in the dunes sand is non-plastic which fine sand is. Therefore, the dunes sand consists of fine, medium and coarse sand grains as illustrated in Fig. 2

3.1 Shear strength characteristics of the non-treated dunes sand

The compacted non-soaked dunes sand induces low shear strength parameters. The non-soaked dunes sand possesses a zero cohesion and a friction angle of 9.31°. Hence, the studied dunes sand is a pure cohesionless soil. This is because of the dunes sand consists only from sandy soil. Moreover, the opened areas in the kingdom of Saudi Arabian and windy weathers with different speeds have led to traveling and moving dunes sand to long distances. During the dunes sand particles moving, they have been subjected to a lot of friction between grains. The later reasons make the dunes sands have not any cohesion between their particles.
After immersing of the compacted dunes sand, the shear strength envelope decreases as illustrated in Fig. 3. Consequently, the cohesion of the dunes sand stills zero while the friction angle decreases from 9.28º to 4.73º. Therefore, the studied dunes sand implies a collapsible behavior under the water immersion. The collapse behavior of the dunes sand by immersion is due to the reduction of its shear strength to approximately the half. Utilizing non-treated dunes sand as a foundation soil under structures is a risk due to its low shear strength especially after immersion. The dunes sand should be treated by cementing stabilization material to bind between its particles like ordinary Portland cement.

3.2 Effect of cement stabilization on the compaction of the dunes sand

The compaction curves were drawn for the non-treated and the treated dunes sand with cement fractions of 3%, 6%, 9%, 12% and 15% as indicated in Fig. 4. The non-stabilized dunes sand induces a maximum dry density of 16.92 kN/m³ and an optimum moisture content of 12.5%. Once, the dunes sand is stabilized by 3% of OPC, the maximum dry density increases and the optimum moisture content decreases. The increase of the maximum dry density and the reduction in the optimum moisture content continue with increasing OPC content in the sandy soil. The largest maximum dry density and the smallest optimum moisture content occur when utilizing highest OPC percentage on dunes sand as also illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6.

The reduction rate of the optimum moisture content is approximately linear. While the increment rate of the maximum dry density is the greater at the smaller cement percentages which are between cement contents from 3% to 9%. Beyond the later cement fractions, the rate decreases. The increment of the maximum dry density is attributable to entering the cement powder in the voids of sandy soil during compaction. Once the dunes sand is stabilized with 3% OPC, an important reduction in the porosity occurred. The porosity reductions continue with the increase of cement percentage in the stabilized sand as illustrated in Fig. 7. The reduction rate of the porosity is the greater at the smaller cement fractions. Therefore, the porosity decreases with the increase of cement content in the stabilized dunes sand. Hence, the greater the cement fraction in the dunes sand is, the smaller the porosity is and the greater the maximum dry density is. Consequently, the optimum moisture contents decrement with increasing cement fraction in the stabilized dunes sand is because of the consumed water in the chemical reaction of the cement. The consumed water increases with increasing cement dosage in the stabilized soil which makes the stabilized dunes sand harder. The greater the cement fraction in the stabilized soil is, and the smaller the optimum moisture content is the harder the stabilized soil is.
3.3 Effect of cement stabilization on the CBR values of the dunes sand

CBR tests were conducted on non-soaked and soaked samples of dunes sand to ensure the effect of immersion. The non-soaked dunes sand has CBR value of 2% which is very low to construct on it. After soaking, the CBR decreases to a value of 0.8%. The results of CBR tests confirmed that the dunes sand implies a collapsible behavior after immersion agreeing well with the results of shear strength tests. Therefore, construction light loads infrastructures, like highway roads, couldn't also be applied on the non-treated dunes sand due to its low bearing.
ability. For the later reason, additional CBR tests were performed on treated dunes sand samples with OPC fractions of 3%, 6%, 9%, 12% and 15%. The treated samples were soaked before testing. Once the dunes sand is stabilized by 3% cement, the stabilized sand has a significant increment of CBR values. The CBR increases to more than 50 times of that for the non-treated dunes sand. The increase of CBR values continues until reaching a maximum value at the stabilized dunes sand with 15% as shown in figure 8. The stabilized dunes sand with 15% cement has more than 100 times and the twice that of the non-treated dunes sand and the stabilized dunes sand with 3%, respectively. In spite of the CBR values of the dunes sand are significantly enhanced but it isn't still valid to be utilized under highway roads. Based on the later, the influence of cement chemical reaction on CBR values of the stabilized dunes soil should be investigated. The chemical reaction and hardening of cement are dependent on temperature and time in the existence of water.

In order to study the influence of curing time, soaked CBR tests were also carried out on the treated sand dunes with OPC for 7 days. There are significant higher CBR values of the stabilized dunes sand for all the used cement fractions as illustrated in Fig. 8. The CBR values after curing time of 7 days of the stabilized with cement fractions of 3%, 6%, 9%, 12% and 15% increase from 10.4 to 96.1, 12.9 to 175, 15.8 to 265.9, 20.3 to 300 and 22 to 357.7 when compared with those after 0 days, respectively. The increment rate of CBR is constant between cement fraction from 0% and 9%. Beyond 9% percentage of cement, the increment rate of CBR reduces. The increment rate of CBR is matching well with that of the maximum dry density trend. Hence, the stabilized dunes sand with 9% content of cement is the optimum design from the economical side. For more economical purposes, the cement percentage of 3% is sufficient in different highway roads layers. Hence, the stabilized sand dunes with 3% cement can be utilized in a subgrade layer instead of the expensive replacement structural fill especially the bearing ability of the stabilized soil increases at longer times. Moreover, the later stabilized dunes sand can also be used in the roads layers of base and subbase as a fine aggregate.

4. Conclusions

Several experimental tests were conducted on the dunes sand samples from Tabuk city in the north-west of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to study their geotechnical behavior. Standard compaction and CBR tests were also performed on the non-treated and treated dunes sand samples with different ingredients of cement. Additional
CBR test were carried out on the stabilized dunes sand samples after 7 days to investigate the effect of curing time on their bearing ability. Based on the obtained results the followings can be concluded:

1) The dunes sand under study mainly consists of fine, medium and coarse sand and it classified as poorly graded sand SP according to USCS. The dunes sand causes environmental problems during windy weather.

2) The dunes sand has poor geotechnical characteristics such as low shear strength and low CBR value. The dunes sand becomes weaker under immersion conditions having collapsible behavior. Therefore, the natural dunes sand can't be utilized as a foundation soil under structures.

3) As increasing cement fraction in the stabilized dunes sand, the maximum dry density increases while the porosity and the optimum moisture content decreases.

4) The increment of cement contents in the stabilized dunes sand results in increasing CBR values after 0 day. But the bearing ability of the stabilized dunes sand is still lower than that required for a foundation soil.

5) Seven days curing time of the stabilized dunes sand induce very high values of CBR for all the used cement fractions.

6) The stabilized dunes sand with 3% cement content is the optimum design mix for utilizing it as a foundation soil or in the highway roads layers. Further increment in the bearing ability of the later stabilized dunes sand will be occurred at longer curing times.
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